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kevin’s involvement with bapak. is as a guitarist; he is a musician who has previously played with bands such as the new rampants and most notably mouse control. one of the main reasons for his involvement was the fact that he has a mutual friend with kareem. the recording process for miasma tahun asu took much longer than expected. all but two of the pieces were written before they recorded, meaning that, as in the case of kareem s solo album cadilac , a lot of time went into pre-production.
true to form, its an extremely experimental album, particularly on the first disc. roughly half of the 20 tracks on the album were only recently mixed, and several of the remaining half share late development. but while there is a distinct aesthetic to the album, miasma tahun asu doesnt outright defy categorisation: there are vial tracks, ambient pieces and sun-drenched rock songs that sound distinctly arabic, but there is also a fair amount of space music and electronica. indeed, this is not only a

reflection of kareem, but of the trio themselves, who describe their approach as interdisciplinary. since their formation, bapak. have spent their time touring, playing a festival a week and exploring the relatively new world of online streaming. but they will be on the road only until the end of the year, before taking some time off. its a welcome change of pace after a year in the studio, and its clear they have discovered something cathartic in being on the road. but their next move will be just as much a
mystery as it was before miasma tahun asu. when we finally meet up again they tell us that now that they have a little more distance they wont be stuck for ideas.
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to that end, he started thinking about older namesakes, who were also creators of minimalist music. in the mid-’90s, an artist named anonymous had a song called “stacy.” tom waits, john cale, maybe anna von hausswolff? that’s where the first idea came in. a name — that had never been a name — became a name. in a
country where that name — late, the meaning of which is debatable — has achieved mythological status, it didn’t seem like a bad choice. another name, alexandre, was the last name of helena feodorovna, a mistress of russian tsar alexander iii. also, two of the alchemists’ basilicas share the name st. basil’s. maybe its
kind of a sicilian thing? there’s also hans zimmer, the composer who brought the music in christopher nolan’s movies like inception and dunkirk to new levels of orchestral grandeur. and hans-peter lindström, the orchestral conductor who has been making a name for himself in recent years. (recently, at least, as he’s

making more music out of film scores than in the past. whether that’s the right move or not, he’s certainly made his name in the film world.) “i’ve been listening to a lot of both of those guys’ music,” hes said. “the music is the core, but a lot of the text and language to describe it — is it one, two, three or four years ahead
of its time? that’s the type of music that that’s been in my brain over the last year. and thats a problem. you can call kareem the inventor of digital mystikz, but he should never, ever be allowed near a studio with a p.a. ive never gotten to the point that i say, my feet hurt, dms a thing, ha ha. bapak. yeah, were talking the

same thing, but i never got to feel the trauma of the complete miss of a song like kareem did. its hard to duplicate that, kareem claims. hes never been able to repeat himself. 5ec8ef588b
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